CMMAP Ethics

- CMMAP requires all Center and subwardee staff and students to participate in ethics trainings during our Team Meetings.
- Covers the nature of CMMAP’s research as it relates to intellectual property issues.
- CMMAP’s policies and expectations with respect to intellectual property rights.
- Code of ethical behavior documented in our Strategic and Implementation Plan.
CMMAP Ethics

- CMMAP Education and Diversity activities include research involving human subjects

- The Research Integrity & Compliance Review Office at CSU provides training, assistance to researchers in obtaining required approvals, and administration of faculty oversight committees

- The Human Research Committee and its procedures have been fully approved by the federal office overseeing human subjects protections
As part of its regular business, the CMMAP Executive Committee monitors ongoing and proposed CMMAP activities to detect any emerging issues in connection with unethical behavior, and takes action to deal with such issues as they arise.